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Background on the Partnership Forum

• Five CIF Partnership Forums held 
between 2008 and 2014

• Landscape of climate finance has 
evolved considerably in this time

• The CIF partnership now organizes a 
variety of learning events each year

• Does a regular Partnership Forum 
continue to offer a strong value 
proposition?
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Since 2008, the CIF has held five Partnership Forums co-hosted by one of the five partner multilateral development banks (MDBs). As the CIF portfolio has grown and the number of stakeholders involved in the CIF has increased, the Partnership Forum has grown into a large, logistically complex, and resource intensive undertaking with more than 500 participants joining the 2014 Partnership Forum in Jamaica. The final cost for the 2014 Partnership Forum was approximately $1,000,000 (excluding preparatory travel and staff time). The landscape of climate finance events has evolved considerably since 2008 with numerous events held every year that address climate finance broadly at a global scale, as well as events that target specific niches. The scope of events organized by the CIF Administrative Unit and its MDB partners has also expanded. Broadly, CIF events aim to achieve one or more key objectives: (i) sharing lessons, knowledge, and results; (ii) fostering peer-to-peer learning; (iii) communicating/raising the visibility of CIF results and achievements; (iv) strengthening networks among different stakeholders; and (v) engaging in broader conversations on how to transition to low-carbon, climate resilient development.



Achieving Impact and Value through CIF Events

• Focus on experiential, peer-to-peer, 
thematically-focused, and evidence-based 
learning

• Types of events:

 Thematic learning events (e.g., mini-
grids, PPCR exchanges)

 Pilot country meetings

 Online platforms for exchange

 Global conference and networks
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Going forward the CIF Administrative Unit will increasingly focus on strengthening experiential, peer-to-peer and thematically focused joint learning and knowledge exchange through a variety of events and mechanisms. The recently approved Evaluation and Learning Initiative will play an important role in increasing evidence-based learning at CIF events through the generation of evaluative evidence on topics of interest. Types of events include:Thematic learning events: South-South learning dialogues and knowledge exchanges on priority topics of interest to the CIF community. These events will leverage analytical and evaluative work, as well as global expertise and localized knowledge and experience, in order to share and learn from best practices.Pilot country meetings: will continue to be an important forum for learning and knowledge exchange within each program. These will increasingly incorporate discussions of findings from evaluations and other analytical work. They will also seek to create dynamic and engaging formats for learning. Importantly, pilot country meetings will complement and build upon the more focused thematic learning events, to continuously build relationships and sharing knowledge with a wider set of practitioners. Online platforms for learning exchange: intended to complement the in-person events by facilitating a more formal and continuously connected learning community within programs, sectors and themes. Global conferences and learning networks: to share knowledge more broadly with other key actors.



 Discontinue holding the Partnership 
Forum at regular intervals but maintain 
flexibility to convene if strategic

 Convene TFC meetings in a recipient 
country periodically to foster learning 
from CIF investments

 Undertake necessary amendments to 
governance documents 

Recommendations on the Partnership Forum
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Organizing high quality events demands significant resources, both human and financial. In light of the variety of events and activities, the CIF Administrative Unit does not see additional value in organizing a Partnership Forum at this time. Our recommendation is to discontinue holding the Partnership Forum at regular intervals, but to retain the option to convene the Partnership Forum should it be strategic to do so.In lieu of the Partnership Forum, CIF trust fund committee meetings could be convened in a CIF recipient country once every two years, to enable TFC members to learn from CIF investments. We received very positive feedback on the convening of the June 2016 trust fund committee meetings in Oaxaca, Mexico from trust fund committee members and observers who indicated that there is real value in learning from CIF-supported projects on the ground. The TFC meetings could be convened in association with one or more CIF programs’ pilot country meetings, if appropriate. Depending upon the location, there may be additional budget implications in convening CIF trust fund committee meetings outside of Washington, D.C., but the cost would be significantly less than for the 2014 Partnership Forum.If the recommendation is adopted to discontinue holding the Partnership Forum at regular intervals, amendments would be required to the CTF and SCF Governance Framework Documents and the Rules of Procedure for the Meetings of the Trust Fund Committee of the Clean Technology Fund and Strategic Climate Fund. The proposed amendments are specified in the paper.



www.climateinvestmentfunds.org 

@CIF_Action

https://www.youtube.com/user/CIFaction

https://www.flickr.com/photos/cifaction/sets
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